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“ Happiness doesn't result from what we get, but from what we give. ” ― Ben Carson
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·4.11·232 Ratings


Becky and her mom used to watch reality shows together all the time. Her mom passed away before she could see Becky on her very own show…except it’s not her own show. She has to share the limelight with another woman. They’re both competing for the
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Protecting Alabama (SEAL of Protection, #2)
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2014·






·4.16·2,517 Ratings


Alabama didn’t have a good start to life. Emotionally and physically abused by her mama, Alabama spent her high school years in foster care. People let her down, time after time, and she’d learned to rely on only herself. Christopher “Abe” Powers
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·4.31·3,846 Ratings


Cookie "Hunter" Knox was good at his job, infiltrating behind enemy lines was one of his specialties. His SEAL team relied on him to do his job, just as he relied on them to do theirs. Ever since two of his teammates found a woman that completed them, the
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Protecting Melody (SEAL of Protection, #7)
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·4.39·2,793 Ratings


Tex gave everything he had to his country and his SEAL teammates. When an IED took away part of his leg, and his career, he devoted himself to his country and friends from behind his computer. He’s always been the man that can find anyone, that uses his
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Protecting Julie (Hot SEALs; SEAL of Protection, #6.5)
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2015·






·4.34·1,486 Ratings


Julie Lytle is working hard to turn her life around. Being kidnapped by sex traffickers changed her drastically, but having grown up the spoiled daughter of a senator, Julie wishes she could’ve changed just a little sooner. Shamed by her behavior toward
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Justice for Mickie (Badge of Honor: Texas Heroes, #2)
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·4.31·1,671 Ratings


For Cruz Livingston, becoming an FBI agent is a lifelong dream, guarding the streets of San Antonio, a calling. His latest assignment—infiltrating the Red Brothers Motorcycle Club—will help stem the flow of illegal drugs brought into the city by the v
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Hearts in Danger (Bullet Catcher, #8.5; Take No Prisoners, #1; SEAL of Protection, #1)



by
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· Lynn Raye Harris
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· Misty Evans
· Susan Stoker



2015·






·4.05·132 Ratings


FOURTEEN stories of thrilling romance to benefit the American Heart Association. These full length, Romantic Suspense stories come from NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND NATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHORS and is only $0.99 for a limited time!Accidental SEAL by Sha
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Protecting Jessyka (SEAL of Protection, #6)
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Susan Stoker



2015·






·4.38·2,882 Ratings


Kason “Benny” Sawyer was the last single man on his Navy SEAL team. He loved his teammates like brothers and respected each and every one of their women. They’d all been through hell and they deserved their current happiness. But seeing the love bet
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Protecting the Future (SEAL of Protection, #8)



by
Susan Stoker
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·4.48·1,629 Ratings


Wolf and his fellow SEAL team members have saved many lives, and been in even more harrowing situations, but their latest mission might prove the most difficult of all. Charged with rescuing American soldier, Sergeant Penelope Turner, from the clutches of
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The ultimate frozen dessert book: a complete guide to gelato, sherbet, granita, and semifreddo, plus frozen cakes, pies, mousses, chiffon cakes, and more, with hundreds of ways to customize every recipe to your own taste


 259 Pages·2005·721 KB·New! 



Gelato may be Italian for ice cream, but The Ultimate Frozen Dessert Book is American  ...
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How to be a 3% man : winning the heart of the woman of your dreams


 242 Pages·2013·1.44 MB·New! 



at www.UnderstandingRelationships.com How to be a 3% man : winning the heart of the woman of your dreams  ...
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Grammar and Beyond Workbook 3 Answer Key


 34 Pages·2012·1.64 MB 



Grammar and Beyond Workbook 3 © Cambridge University Press 2012 Photocopiable 2 My sales numbers  ...
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in the ocean of love and connecting to the Divine. 37. ▫ To him
  The Heart of Hearts of Rumi's Mathna  ...
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Love and Math: The Heart of Hidden Reality


 331 Pages·2013·8.63 MB·New! 



in it. It is an invitation to discover the magic hidden universe of mathematics. Love and Math: The Heart of Hid  ...
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The Heart & Soul of EFT and Beyond: A Soulful Exploration of the Emotional Freedom Techniques


 190 Pages·2006·1.68 MB·New! 



," this new volume makes EFT even easier and more effective. "The Heart & Soul of EFT and Beyond  ...
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Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality: Myths and Realities


 375 Pages·2018·66.23 MB·New! 



Virtual and Augmented Reality have existed for a long time but were stuck to the research world  ...
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 297 Pages·2018·9.13 MB·New! 



human behavior to responses in virtual reality (VR) and other new technologies; A review of telemedicine  ...
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Moral Development and Reality: Beyond the Theories of Kohlberg, Hoffman, and Haidt


 376 Pages·2013·2.69 MB·New! 



Moral Development and Reality explores the nature of moral development, human behavior, and social  ...
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The Doctor's Heart Cure, Beyond the Modern Myths of Diet and Exercise: The Clinically-Proven Plan of Breakthrough Health Secrets That Helps You Build a Powerful, Disease-Free Heart


 307 Pages·2004·2.14 MB·New! 



stronger hearts, manage their weight and abandon their heart The Doctor's Heart Cure, Beyond  ...
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